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01. The following figures describe action of the players and balling speed, when their balling
process. Figure (i) shows a pitcher is normally capable of throwing a ball and figure (ii)
shows a pitcher throwing a ball, by going through the long windup. In the two processes,
initial velocity of the ball zero and throwing process the force (F) on the ball remains
constant. Mass of the ball is m.

a. (i) Get a formula for the throw velocity V1 in terms of x1, m, F for the normal throw in
figure (i).

(ii) Get a formula for the throw velocity V2 in terms of x2, m, F for the long windup throw
in figure (ii).

(iii) find the ratio between V1 and V2.
(iv) For an average person, x1 is about 70 cm, while x2 is about 140 cm. Find the value of

V2 in term of V1.
(v) If a person in normally capable of throwing a ball at a speed of 60 km h-1, find the

speed by going through the long windup.

b. A 0.2 kg ball is thrown with a speed of 20 ms-1 toward a
batsman. After the ball is struck by the bat, it has the speed
in the direction shown in figure. The ball and bat are in
contact for 0.025 s. Find
(i) change in momentum in the positive x direction.
(ii) change in momentum in the positive y direction.
(iii) Impulse on the ball by the bat.
(iv) Magnitude of the average force exerted on the ball by the bat.
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02.a. (i) State Hook’s law.
(ii) What is the energy needed to extend a light spring, having spring constant K, by a

length x?

b.

A light spring having constant 40 kNm-1 is in equilibrium position on a horizontal plane.
A block of wood of mass 5 kg is moving with velocity 8 ms-1 towards the sppring from
point A, which is 1.2 m away from the spring as shown in figure I. The block compress
the spring by 8 cm and comes to rest immediately as shown in figure II.
(i) How much work is done by the spring when stopping the wooden block?
(ii) How much work is done by the dynamic frictional Force when the block is moving

from A to B?
(iii) Find the coefficient of friction between the block and floor.
(iv) What is the velocity of the block when it returns to A after it has been released from

the spring?

c. In circus, a steup has been made, as shown in figure III, to move easily to the top hori-
zontal section using the potential energy stored in the spring.

A boy of mass 50 kg at point P, by compressing the spring having spring constant
16 x 104 N m-1 through a certain distance was just be able to reach the upper level R of
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the circus steup. RQ is a friction free (smooth) curved path. The vertical height of R from
Q is 7.2 m. The horizontal section PQ is of length 2.28 m and has coefficient of friction
0.8.
(i) What should be the speed of the child when he is at Q such that he might just be

able to reach the point R?
(ii) What is the amount of work done against friction when the boy is sliding from P to

Q along the horizontal path?
(iii) By how much the spring should be compressed for the boy just be able to reach the

point R?

03.a. A uniform block of mass M is initially at rest on a horizontal rough plane. Then a
horizontal force (P) which is gradually increased from zero is applied to the block. Let the
frictional force be F.
(i) Draw a free - body diagram of the block for the above situation and name all the

forces.
(ii) Sketch the graph of F against P from the initial position until the block moves with

acceleration. Mark the limiting frictional force (FL) and the dynamic frictional force
(FD) on the graph.

(iii) Write down expressions for the coefficient of liiting friction, L and the coefficient of
dynamic friction, D.

b. In front - wheel drive cars, the engine is coupled to the
front wheels through axles to drive the car. Consider a
front - wheel drive car moving on a horizontal straight
rough tar road as shown in the figure. The coefficients
of friction between the tyres and the tar road are
L = 0.8 and D = 0.5 respectively. Consider only the limiting or dynamic frictional forces
acting on the car when solving problems below unless otherwise  stated.
(i) The situation when the car accelerates on a horizontal saight rough road is shown in

the diagram. Copy wheels A and B of the diagram into your answer sheet and mark
the frictional force on a front - wheel (A) as FA and on a rear - wheel (B) as FB. Also
compare the magnitudes of FA and FB when accelerating.

(ii) The mass of the car including the driver is 1200 kg which is equally distributed over
all the four wheels. Identifying the correct coefficient of friction acting in this situa-
tion, calculate the maximum initial driving force of the car on the horizontal straight
tar road.

(iii) When the car is moving at uniform velocity of 72 km h-1 on the horizonta straight
road, the total resistance against the motion is 520 N. Find the power of the car at
that velocity.

(iv) Next the car climbs a steep road with angle of inclination 12o to the horizontal at
same power as in (b)(iii) above. If the total resistance against motion is now 200 N,
find the maximum velocity of climbing. Use sin(12o) = 0.2.
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(v) (I) While the car was again moving at uniform velocity of 72 km h-1 on the
horizontal straight road, the driver suddenly saw an obstacle on the road at a
distance 35 m. When he quickly applied brkes, all four wheel were locked and
the tyres started to slip without rolling. Identifying the correct coefficient of
friction acting in this situation and by giving appropriate reasoning and
calculation, state whether the car would hit the obstacle or not. neglect the
reaction time of the driver before braking.

(II) If tyres are slipping when brakes are applied, then the car will move a longer
distance in a straight line without control which can cause accidents. To avoid
such slipping of tyres without rolling, cars are equipped with an anti - lock
braking system (ABS). When tyre start to slip during braking, ABS automatically
releases the brakes and allows tyres to roll again. This process happens several
times a second and the effective coefficient of friction brings close to the value
that of limiting friction. When the car is fitted wih an ABS, the effective coeffi-
cient of friction becomes 0.75. Calculate the new stopping distance of the ABS
fitted car for the same situation mentioned in (b)(v)(I) above.

(vi) Then the car enters a horizontal circular road of radius of curvature 18 m. Assuming
that the coefficients of friction are same as in part (b) above, find the maximum
velocity that the car can move safely without slipping.

04.a. (i) Obtain the formula for total resistive force acting on a car moving at constant speed
V in a straight path, in terms of V and the power applied by the engine P.

(ii) State the reason for, speed of car remain constant even though a constant pulling
force is applied on car when engine applies constant power.

b. It is found out that the effective power of the engine of this car is 18 kW. What is the
agnitude of total resistive force acting on it?

c. Total resistive force acting on the car consists of two coponents, frictional force and air
resistance force. Frictional force has as approximate constant value of 250 N and air
resistance varies directly proportionally to the square value of speed. Mass of the car is
1000 kg. Assume that the weight is equally distributed between the four wheels and the
four wheels are connected to the engine.
(i) Magnitude of air - resistance force while moving horizontally with constant speed of

10 ms-1

(ii) Magnitudes air - resistance force while moving with constant speed of 20 ms-1

(iii) Calculate the maximum velocity, that can be achieved by the car, if the coefficient of

friction between the tire and the road is 0.8 (consider 5 2.24 )

(iv) What is the minimum power that should be generated by the car in order ro achieve
maximum velocity.

(v) What will happen to the velocity of the car, when the power generated by the car
exceeds the value obtain in question (iv). (coefficient of dynamic friction between


